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ETF NAV Trade Support

Cboe Clear Europe

Cboe Clear Europe is expanding its ETF clearing business and will offer solutions to mitigate against the European post
trade challenges, all of which will further assist in the growth of European ETFs.

Exchange Traded Funds (“ETFs”) have become one of the most popular investment vehicles as they enable exposure to a 
variety of global industries, asset classes and exchanges. It is estimated that 70% of ETF trading in Europe is OTC, this is not 
cleared and therefore introduces credit risk, high settlement costs and risk of failure.

Our collaboration with venues and market participants will help streamline the European settlement process and minimise 
costs, by facilitating pre-settle margin and netting of exposures. An example is our partnership with Tradeweb, allowing us to 
expand our ETF clearing business, delivering a new and innovative service to clients which helps them manage the cost and 
risk of trading ETFs.

This document details Cboe Clear Europe’s NAV clearing workflow. A NAV trade refers to an ETF whose price is tied to its future 
net asset value. This in turn introduces new workflows to be cleared and subsequently settled, these are highlighted below.

NAV TRADE Processing

1. Workflows

The workflow for these orders will differ slightly to that of regular trades. This is to cater for the initial indicative price received 
on Trade Date and the corresponding correctional trade on Trade Date +1 at around 10am.

Cboe Clear Europe will distinguish NAV trades via a combination of Platform MIC code (TREU, TWEM, TRWB), ExecType and 
ExecTransType. Once a trade price has been established (in most cases on Trade Date +1) Cboe Clear Europe  will receive fresh 
trade details but with updated messaging. The ExecID will change on T+1 to reflect the price change and will be represented 
with the addition of the number ‘1’ at the beginning of the Exec ID (e.g. TD “B1234”, correction on TD+1 “1B1234”).

Should a correction be made on Trade Date, the platform will cancel the original message and send a new NAV trade to Cboe 
Clear Europe.
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2. Trade messaging
Trade date
ExecTransType Tag20=”0” and ExecType Tag150=”B” will result in a NAV trade. The trade is then published as a 410 or 409 
record in both the intraday an d end-of-day CIF-files.
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TAG from 
Platform

TAG in
 CIF file

Description Example in 
CIF

20=0 14
Movement Code, Value of 0 (New) in Tag20 of the FIX message 

received in the trade from the Platform, is mapped to value of 01 in 
Tag14 of 410-record in CIF file.

01

150=B 150
Transaction Type Code, Value B in Tag150 of the FIX message from 

The Platform is mapped to Tag150 with value NAV in the CIF file. NAV

Correction after trade date

A special qualifier in the ExecTransType = “2” and ExecType = “B” allows the trade to be instructed to settle.

Cancellation of the trade

TAG from 
Platform

TAG in
 CIF file

Description Example in 
CIF

20=2 14
Movement Code, value of 2 (Correct) in Tag20 of trade received from 
trading platform, is mapped to value of 04 (or 07*) for the cancella-

tion in Tag14 of 410-record in CIF file.
01

07*

150=B 150
Transaction Type Code, Value B in Tag150 of the FIX message from 

The Platform is mapped to Tag150 with value NAV in the CIF file. NAV

*07 will be reported if Cboe Clear Europe process the change manually.

Corrected trade

TAG from 
Platform

TAG in
 CIF file

Description Example in 
CIF

20=2 14
Movement Code, Value of 2 (Correct) in Tag20 of trade received from 
trading platform, is mapped to value 05 (or 08*) for the correction in 

Tag14 of 410-record in CIF file.
05

08*

150=B 150 Transaction Type Code NAV

*08 will be reported if Cboe Clear Europe process the change manually.

If no correction has been received after CoB by the intended settlement date, Cboe Clear Europe will auto-cancel the trade. 
This will be confirmed in CIF with Movement code 07.
Note:
• The NAV trade process is not applicable for the Spanish market. Trades on this venue will be processed as Off Order Book 
trades.
• Standard Statement of Authorities for TradeWeb are only required and can be found on the Cboe Clear Europe website. No 
additional documentation for NAV trading is required.
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